
PROTECTING DATA IN A REMOTE WORK ENVIRONMENT
»Work productively with secured data at home.«

Arguments for using conpal LAN Crypt to protect data in a remote work environment:
conpal LAN Crypt enables rule-based file encryption – regardless of whether those files are located on a server 
in your own network, on the hard disk of a workstation computer or in the cloud. Even in transit from the server 

to the cloud or the workstation of an employee working from home – this protection remains in place. 
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conpal LAN Crypt encrypts files and directories and allows role- as well as user-based decryption, protect-
ing them against unauthorized access at all times. The protection extends to all storage locations – whether 
in the company’s own data center, in the cloud, on the workstation or on an external storage medium. Data 
transit occurs completely encrypted as well, so even insecure data networks cannot result in data breaches.  

Would you like to learn how    works?
Learn more at lancrypt.conpal.de. We would also gladly demonstrate how to enable role-based access to files. 

Please get in touch with us at SalesSupport@conpal.de or +49 (0) 6102 751 98-77.
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For IT admins
»Where can I find a solution for data encryption that also covers remote work  
environments and that I can set up and maintain with minimal effort?«

For data protection officers
»When working remotely, how do I meet the requirement in article 5, point 1 f of the 
GDPR that personal data have to be protected against accidental loss? In addition, how 
do I minimize the severity of the risk when losing a computer while working remotely?«

For employees working from home
»How can I use and exchange files with my colleagues while working from home 
without having to put up with complex security measures or risking compromising 
data security?«

For security officers
»Despite workstations at different locations, how can we ensure that the level of  
protection of our data does not decrease? How can we protect especially data in  
motion, those who are on the move on the open network?«


